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Abstract

Standalone code comprehension tools and similar features of integrated
development environments (IDE) both aim to support the development and
the maintenance of large (legacy) software. When applied to actively devel-
oped projects, it is essential to process the most recent revision of the source
code in real time. Since a complete analysis of the codebase might take up
significant time (even hours), the inclusion of incremental parsing is indis-
pensable. However, the utilized build system of a software project is tightly
coupled with the source code: over the time not only the content of the source
files can be amended, but translation units can be added or removed and the
parameters of the existing build instructions might also change.

This paper intends to describe how the incremental update of the build
system of a software facilitates the maintenance of the software workspace
database in a code comprehension tool by completing the workflow of incre-
mental parsing. We describe why including the build system in incremental
parsing is relevant as well as the actual method of parsing build commands.
We show that updating the build system is more cost-effective to a ratio than
disposing of the existing build command database. The paper also compares
the incremental parsing of build systems to that of actual source code.
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1. Introduction

When programmers change jobs, they usually join a long-running project with a
large codebase instead of starting a new project. This might cause a hard time
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for the programmer since there can be millions of lines of code (LOC) that they
have to understand in order to be able to execute their programming tasks and
interactively join the project. A significant part of the software maintenance process
is program comprehension, which is an activity to understand software architectural
and programming decisions, choices and logic along with the source code itself.

Although code comprehension is already a hard task, the lack of documentation
and other external representation of the code can make it even more difficult. Sev-
eral software tools exist in order to facilitate software understanding. Numerous
code editor features such as find all references or go to definition / declaration can
be used by the programmer for code comprehension tasks, but these functionali-
ties cannot replace standalone comprehension and software visualization tools like
CodeSurveyor [5], OpenGrok [10], CityVR [8], or CodeCompass [11].

Standalone tools provide various textual and visual data about the source code
after processing them utilizing static and/or dynamic analysis. In order to be able
to make information available for the programmer, the comprehension software
needs to process – parse – the source code unit by unit where a unit represents a
source file or one line in a file. An actively developed project changes every day,
which means the information provided by a software comprehension tool on a day
might be incorrect the next day. This is why comprehension tools require frequent
reparsing in order to provide correct information. However, frequent reparsing of a
whole software project is quite costly, both in computational time and complexity.
Hence, incremental parsing, which means parsing only those parts of the project
that have been actually changed, is inevitable. Single code lines or entire files can
be parsed incrementally. Our method deals with the latter approach.

By applying incremental parsing, severe computational cost can be spared. In
case of an actively developed project, the daily usage of the parsed code can be
significantly facilitated by incrementally parsing nightly builds, but real-time in-
cremental parsing can be achieved as well by integrating it with code editors [9].

As a case-study we realized incremental parsing of build systems through Code-
Compass, a standalone code comprehension tool developed by Ericsson Hungary
and Eötvös Loránd University which already encompassed the incremental parsing
of source code. In order to test our method, we used the open-source LLVM project,
which is under continuous development and has a frequently changing build system.

The rest of the paper is strcutured as follows. Section 2 describes how modern
build systems address the issue of incremental building. Section 3 introduces the
CodeCompass code comprehension tool, then Section 4 presents our methodology
of incremental parsing of build systems and its integration into CodeCompass.
Afterwards, Section 5 showcases a performance test on LLVM. Finally, Section 6
discusses the results and concludes the paper.

2. Background

Build systems [6] in general are standalone software whose goal is to provide
language-independent solution to define build rules and actions. Incremental build-
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ing is applied by several build systems such as Ant [7], Maven [12], or GNU Make
[4]. However, most build systems do not determine changes in files by detailed, line-
by-line static analysis on the file content, nor do they integrate with any version
control system’s repository.

For example, GNU Make builds the source files based on a file called Makefile,
which contains rules by which the compilation is executed. We assume that the
project has already been built. In this case, we already have binaries that were
compiled from the source code using the Makefile. The build system examines the
last modified timestamp of every source file and the according target. Based on the
comparison, the source files are classified either as unbuilt (recently added), obso-
lete (recently updated) or up-to-date. Other build rules include the examination
of dependencies between source files such as include relations. After this, target
binaries are built thus old binaries are updated. Figure 1 illustrates the incremental
build workflow executed by GNU Make.

Figure 1: Incremental build workflow of GNU Make

Another example for a build system with such an incremental approach is
CMake1, which is practically a generator for other build systems like GNU Make.
Its main purpose is to define the build rules and list them in the Makefile (or other
similar file). However, CMake is not only capable of timestamp comparison like
GNU Make but also examines compilation parameters. A source file is not only
recompiled when its content has been directly modified but when its build rules
(e.g. dependencies) have been changed as well.

1CMake: Build with CMake: https://cmake.org/
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3. CodeCompass

CodeCompass [11] is an open source, scalable code comprehension tool developed
by Ericsson Ltd. and the Eötvös Loránd University, Budapest to help understand-
ing large legacy software systems. Its web user interface provides rich textual
search and navigation functionalities and also a wide range of rule-based visual-
ization features [1, 2]. The web user interface of CodeCompass is presented in
Figure 2, showcasing a special, interactive CodeBites diagram, which supports the
understanding of large call chains and type hierarchies. The code comprehension
capabilities of CodeCompass is not restricted to the existing code base, but impor-
tant architectural information is also gained from the build system by processing
the compilation database of the project [13] and the version control history of the
project when available.

The C/C++ static analyzer component is based on the LLVM2 compiler in-
frastructure and the Clang3 tooling infrastructure for C/C++. The parser stores
the position and type information of specific AST nodes in the project workspace
database together with further information collected during the parsing process
(e.g. the relations between files).

Figure 2: The interactive CodeBites diagram of CodeCompass

2The LLVM Compiler Infrastructure: https://llvm.org/
3Clang: a C language family frontend for LLVM: shttps://clang.llvm.org/
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4. Workflow

In our previous work [3] we have already described how CodeCompass was extended
with the concept of incremental parsing. The implemented feature successfully dis-
tinguished added, deleted and modified files (including the traversal of indirectly
changed files through header inclusions) and carried out maintenance operations
for the database of the code comprehension tool in only the required cases. There-
fore, the required costs of parsing (both time and computational resources) of the
reanalysis was reduced by multiple magnitudes, by omitting unchanged files in the
project. We have also presented [9] how incremental parsing is crucial to provide
real-time reanalysis of the modified source code inside integrated development en-
vironments (IDEs) by embedding the feature set of code comprehension tools into
code editors through remote procedure calls defined by the open-source Language
Server Protocol (LSP).

For software projects under active development, not only the content of the
source files may change frequently, but the configuration or rules of the utilized
build system are also modified regularly. While the initial tests evaluated on the
Xerces-C++ and LLVM go-to test projects of CodeCompass were promising, the
challenge of detecting changes in the build system or the compilation commands
were yet unhandled.

The methodology of incremental parsing in CodeCompass was inspired by the
incremental strategy of build systems presented in Section 2. However, while build
systems usually depend on comparing source file and target binary timestamps
along the defined ruleset, the static analyzer component in CodeCompass can only
use the source files as input, since the goal of the process is not building the ana-
lyzed software and the previously built binaries are not required to be available –
if built at all in the first place. The incremental parsing workflow of CodeCompass
is depicted in Figure 3. Our approach depends on two input sources: 𝑖) the actual
version of the software, labeled as the project folder ; and 𝑖𝑖) the last analyzed state
of the software stored in a relational database, labeled as the workspace database.
In order to detect changes in the build system, compilation commands are stored
upon the analysis of a software project and compared between the current and the
last analyzed revision. Compilation commands can be defined in the JSON ex-
port format of CMake. To support other build systems, CodeCompass includes a
logger component which can embed the building process of the target project, log-
ging all compilation commands in the required format, thus making CodeCompass
compatible with all C/C++ projects, regardless of the build system utilized.

Based on their content and the compilation commands, source files are classified
into five categories as follows:

1. Files with different content on in the workspace database and the project
folder were classified as content modified. Files with indirectly modified
content through header inclusion also fall into this category.

2. Files with no content modification, but with a changed compilation com-
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mand (even a flag) in the workspace database and the project folder were
categorized as build action changed.

3. Files present in the workspace database, but not in the project folder were
grouped as deleted.

4. Files present in the project folder, but not in the workspace folder were
marked as new.

5. Files present both in the workspace database and in the project folder, with an
unchanged content and compilation command were classified as unchanged.

Figure 3: Incremental parse workflow of CodeCompass

The maintenance of the workspace database is carried out in two phases. First,
a cleanup process is executed, removing all related information from the database
for the source files categorized as deleted, content modified or build action changed.
Afterwards, the new content is parsed during the update process, which will include
the source files marked as either new, content modified or build action changed. For
unchanged files, no task has to be executed.
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5. Results

To evaluate the performance of the incremental parsing methodology described in
Section 4, the prototype implementation in CodeCompass was tested against the
open-source LLVM project. LLVM is a large-scale go-to test project for Code-
Compass, which contains over 5000 C/C++ source files with more than 1.6 million
lines of code; and is actively developed with usually multiple dozens of commits
daily affecting hundreds of source files. The testing environment was an average
personal computer with 4 CPU cores and 16GB RAM, the incremental parsing was
performed as a single thread process.

The goal of the test was to compare the required build and parse time for LLVM
in case of 𝑖) a full clean build and 𝑖𝑖−𝑖𝑣) on-demand incremental rebuild after code
changes were carried out on the original codebase. The 𝑖𝑖− 𝑖𝑣) cases were executed
for three changesets: containing 1, 7 and 17 changed C++ source files respectively.
Table 1 describes the results in detail. Number of files written in the Affected files
column include both the directly or indirectly content modified C/C++ files and
the files affected by compilation command alteration.

Test case Affected files Task Execution time

Full clean build all
build 140 min
parse 387 min

Incremental rebuild #1 1
build 129 sec
parse 89 sec

Incremental rebuild #2 7
build 112 sec
parse 110 sec

Incremental rebuild #3 17
build 183 sec
parse 169 sec

Table 1: Test results of full and incremental parsing on LLVM

6. Discussion and conclusion

In our paper we presented our method on how to determine the changes in a
software project’s source code or in its compilation commands, refining our previous
approach on incremental parsing. Our solution described in Section 4 eliminates
the required presence of target binaries, on which build systems with incremental
building capability usually depend on, and solely depends on the comparison of
the source of the project at two different revisions, categorizing which files have to
be reanalyzed. The implementation was carried out as part of the CodeCompass
code comprehension tool.
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The results presented in Section 5 proved that implementing incremental pars-
ing in a code comprehension tool is capable of processing code changes on the
magnitude of a usual version control commit size or local modification in a couple
of minutes even on a standard desktop computer. By delivering results in such a
significantly reduced time, our approach enables the integration of IDEs and code
comprehension tools and utilizing incremental parsing in everyday code develop-
ment.
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Computer Code Availability. The source code of the CodeCompass Project
is available on GitHub at https://github.com/Ericsson/CodeCompass. A live
demonstration of the parsed master branch of the LLVM project is showcased at
https://codecompass.zolix.hu/.
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